
 

EUROPALMS Fir tree, snow-flocked, 180cm
Snowy fir tree with natural trunk

Art. No.: 83500195
GTIN: 4026397307023

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397307023

Weight: 5,60 kg

Length: 1.16 m

Width: 0.19 m

Heigth: 0.19 m

Description:

Under The Christmas Tree!
What would Christmas be without Christmas trees? Just like mulled wine, cookies and presents,
the green color bringing trees go with the territory. With the two new snow-flocked firs,
EUROPALMS is now offering more than just a simple alternative to the common Nordmann fir.
Because firstly our trees are intensely carefree, as they do not ask for water and do not loose
their needles anyhow. Secondly you do not have to by a new one each year and that is not to
be scoffed at. Moreover these products can really impress with their great workmanship and
resemble their natural colleagues in every detail. Artificial trees that also do look artificially
belong to history. Today the differences can only be seen under a loupe. And when the weather
won't bestow you with a white Christmas, just look at the snow-flocked tree. Its sight will
definitely comfort you.

Features:

- Very dense, high quality
- Easily shapeable
- Natural trunk
- The article is delivered dismantled
- With green/whitecolored lifelike leaves

Technical specifications:

Trunk: Natural trunk

Standing/fixation: Stand
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Material: Plastic

Color: Green; white, flocked

Foliage: Material: plastic

Tips: Approx. 600 pc/pcs

Decor style: Woods and meadows

Season: Winter; christmas

Dimensions: Height: 1,8 m

Weight: 4,95 kg
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